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Revolution Command Council
Decision NO. 367
Date: 17/Sefer/1411H
7/9/1990
Decision
***********
In accordance with (a) item of forty-two materials from the edict revolution
command council decision the follows:
First: Agricultural lands regarded as a pure possession for thew normal persons
or to the state that are included by demeanor right for the persons that their
owners are planting themselves or by others according to decided agriculture
density without a compensation. To record under financial ministry name as
pure possession. Agriculture and irrigation Ministry must work according to the
decided orders and decisions.
Second: Cancel Distribution decisions and delete rent contracts that are
contracted upon agricultural lands that belong to the State or to the renters to
plant those lands according to decided agricultural density.
Third: Agriculture and irrigation Ministry must sell the establishments that are
fixed in the list of the lands that are included by the two items (First, Second) of
this decision under the rules of selling and renting State property of 32 in 1986
then, sent to their owners.
Fourth: Except from two item rules (First, second) of this decision the follows:
1. The agricultural lands that are not for sale not for buy because of reforming
business.
2.The agricultural lands that the State stopped watering them.
The agricultural lands that located in Baghdad or in the Municipalities that are
not provided by water.
Fifth: Courts are prevented from listening to complaints that are caused by
applying this decision and refuse the request of canceling all the decisions that
are sentenced according to the mechanism or stopping their implementation for
and Governmental or administrational managements.
Sixth: Agriculture and Irrigation Ministry regulations and Local Judgement
Ministry in Governorate to arrange with themselves to pursue this issue to
implement this decision in unity.
Seventh: Do not treat any subject that opposes implementation this decision.

Eighth: Agriculture Minister and Irrigation Minister must sentence the required
instructions to accomplish this decision.
Ninth: Accomplish this decision beginning at 1/11/1990.

Saddam Hussein
Chief Revolution Command Council




